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Introduction
Birds are classical and favorite animal models in a number of neurobiological disciplines. Together with songbirds, pigeons are the most studied species within the field of avian neuroimaging, leading to findings on language learning, vocalization (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999; Jarvis, 2004; Van Ruijssevelt et al., 2013; Voss et al., 2007) as well as interhemispheric communication (Jung-Beeman, 2005; Manns and R€ omling, 2012) , learning and cognition (Browning et al., 2011; Gün-türkün et al., 2000) .
However, studying the avian brain in vivo is very cumbersome and often lacks one or more of the key characteristics for functional neuroimaging. For instance, most functional studies on birds are based on electrophysiological recordings (Freund et al., 2016; Ng et al., 2010) , which allow very fast and sensitive measurements of local brain responses but are lacking either spatial resolution or field of view. The gold standard in functional imaging for humans, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), is challenging in birds due to the smaller cerebral structure, which require higher magnetic fields (Niranjan et al., 2016) and impair both signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and temporal resolution (Logothetis, 2008) . In addition, the high investment and maintenance cost of an MRI apparatus in general and of dedicated small animal MRI in particular, combined with space constrains and limited accessibility to supporting facilities, make MRI an inconvenient choice for small animal functional studies. Other methods investigating the avian brain in vivo, such as voltage sensitive dyes (Ng et al., 2010) , are rare and are lacking either spatiotemporal resolution, penetration depth or good SNR.
Recently, it has been shown that images of the blood volume inside the brain microvasculature can be obtained through high frame rate Doppler ultrasound imaging (also called μ-Doppler) (Bercoff et al., 2011) for small mammals such as rats (Mac e et al., 2013; Tanter and Fink, 2014) . The high spatiotemporal resolution of~(100 μm) 2 every few seconds allows to resolve and monitor local blood volume changes due to neural activation inside specific brain areas of rodents (Mac e et al., 2011) . This method has been named functional ultrasound (fUS) and has led to several interesting functional studies, investigating the somatosensory (Mac e et al., 2011; Osmanski et al., 2014; Tiran et al., 2017; Urban et al., 2014 Urban et al., , 2015 , visual (Gesnik et al., 2017) and olfactory (Osmanski et al., 2014 -2, Rungta et al., 2017 system of rats/mice along with discussions on functional connectivity (Osmanski et al., 2014; Urban et al., 2015) , epilepsy (Mac e et al., 2011; Sieu et al., 2015) and awake measurements Tiran et al., 2017; Urban et al., 2015) . Very recently its applicability to the human brain microvasculature was shown by revealing different sleep states and congenital cortical abnormalies in neonates (Demen e et al., 2017) as well as resolving functional responses intraoperatively during awake craniotomy surgery (Imbault et al., 2017) .
In fUS, the cerebral blood volume (CBV) is measured by means of Power Doppler imaging (Shung et al., 1976) . In Power Doppler imaging, the Doppler frequency shift caused by the moving red blood cells is exploited. In any point of the image, the signal power of the Doppler-shifted ultrasound is proportional to the volume of moving blood. A locally increasing blood volume induces a higher signal of the Doppler shifted ultrasound power which is reflected from the larger amount of moving erythrocytes in the imaged microvasculature. Similar to the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal in fMRI, the local CBV is modulated by the activation of the neurons surrounding the vascularity due to the neurovascular coupling (Mac e et al., 2013) which in turn results from the enhanced metabolism of the activated neurons. The distinct feature of fUS is that an image of the CBV can be acquired on very short time scales (several hundred ms (Mac e et al., 2011) ), thus allowing measurements of the cerebral hemodynamics at a high temporal resolution and sensitivity. One of the major challenges in fUS imaging is processing in real time the vast amount of data produced (several GB/s) during acquisition, which is the key to real-time imaging. In current fUS implementations this problem is dealt with by limiting the data throughput. For instance, in (Osmanski et al., 2014) , the field of view for fUS had to be made much smaller to enable continuous fUS acquisition. In raw data was acquired for a limited period of a few seconds and was later processed offline or in (Urban et al., 2015) and (Demene et al., 2017) the Power Doppler averaging time was increased, such that temporal sampling for fUS was decreased and dead times between acquisition periods were introduced to keep up with the high data rates involved with fUS. Especially for species with physiological characteristics (in particular slow heart rates) unfavorable for fUS imaging, the acquisition scheme has to be adapted in such a way that the imaging loses its distinct feature of high temporal resolution (e.g. in (Imbault et al., 2017) only every 4s an image can be processed).
In order to generalize functional ultrasound imaging to species with any range of physiological characteristics and without deteriorating the temporal resolution and sensitivity, we significantly sped-up the fUS data processing, which includes: image reconstruction, Power Doppler image formation, functional analysis and the storage of the reconstructed images. This speed-up in data processing, which is facilitated by powerful graphics cards, enables continuous fUS data acquisition that is sustained throughout the entire experiment or until the maximum storage capacity is reached. This continuous aspect is very important for filtering out physiological influences, to enable detection of weak functional signals. As a proof of concept, we show that this high definition implementation of fUS not only gives access to the investigation of the avian neurobiology, but also enables to study temporally complex stimulation patters in the pigeon brain. The study first focuses on 2D and 3D fUS with results of responses in the auditory system of pigeons. In the second part we analyze the activity evoked by visual stimulation with a static and a moving light source.
Materials and methods

Functional ultrasound imaging
Using a state-of-the-art ultrasound research system and specialized image reconstruction algorithms (Kruizinga et al., 2012) powered by graphics processing unit (GPU) computing we realized our high definition fUS acquisition scheme with a Power Doppler imaging frame rate up to several hundred Hz (corresponding to a data acquisition rate of~3.3 GB/s continuously). This enables robust filtering of the heartbeat influence (see Supplementary Note 1 for a detailed analysis) and is at present unmatched in the field (Gesnik et al., 2017; Sieu et al., 2015) . Along with the development of this high definition fUS scheme, it was of major importance to establish a setup for pigeons that allows awake recordings with a robust fixation and provides ultrasound penetration of the brain tissue. In the Methods and Supplementary Material section we outline a full protocol that allows establishing a working setup for awake measurements with the same animal over weeks.
Animals and anesthesia
All experiments were performed in accordance with the regulations of the German Animal Welfare Act (TierSchG) and have been approved by the regional committee of animal welfare (35-9185.81/G-16/99 and 35-9185.81/G-12/54) . The fUS studies were carried out on three pigeons (columba livia domestica, one female, two male), one anaesthetized and two awake.
Anesthesia was performed with the pigeon breathing in a half open mask with pure oxygen and isoflurane supply. The isoflurane concentration is controlled by the Eickemeyer Anesthetic Unit Research (Eickemeyer, Tuttlingen, Germany). The pulse oximeter SurgiVet V90041 (Smiths Medical PM, Inc., Norwell, Massachusetts, USA) continuously records the oxygen saturation, heart rate and photoplethysmogram at the distal M. gastrocnemius of the pigeon. The temperature was kept constant with a water perfused heating blanket and continuously measured rectally with a digital thermometer (Voltcraft Multi-Thermometer DT-300, Conrad Electronic AG, Wollerau, Switzerland).
For the skull thinning surgery we applied 0.5 mg/kg of bodyweight Buprenorphine as a pre-emptive analgesic 30 min before the narcosis. The maintenance isoflurane concentration was 2.5-3%. fUS measurements were performed on the fourth day after surgery at the earliest. To reduce the maintenance isoflurane dose to 1.5-2%, 5 mg/kg of bodyweight Midazolam was injected 30 min before the narcosis in the consequent experiments.
Trepanation
The bone structure of birds is not solid, but contains many cavities. At each bone/air interface, ultrasound is strongly scattered and reflected because of the high mismatch in the acoustic impedances. Therefore, partial trepanation is inevitable for Power Doppler imaging of the pigeon brain.
After a 25 mm long skin incision from rostral to caudal, the skull was cleaned and an area of about (14 mm) 2 was thinned with a micro drill (K9 EWL type 915, KaVo Dental GmbH, Biberach, Germany). The few hundred μm thick bottom layer of the skull was left intact such that the skull could regrow and the pigeons could fully recover after the experiment. The surgery lasted approximately 2 h.
Fixation of the pigeon's body and head
Wings and legs were mildly attached to the body by appropriately cut sections of hold-up sockings and tape. After that, once positioned horizontally on a body fitting Styrofoam mattress, pigeons were quite calm and did not show any visible signs of stress such as motions or accelerated heartbeat or breathing.
The thinned area of the head was covered with a 3D printed polyamide basin, which was fixed to the skull with dental cement (Harvard Cement normal setting, Harvard Dental International GmbH, Hoppegarten, Germany). To restrict motion to few micrometers, the pigeon's head was fixated in a custom made stereotactic device with two holders that were designed alongside the basin. The holders were attached to the stereotactic device in place of the common ear plugs and fixated the basin with a key and slot joint. Detailed images of the basin and a 3D model of the holders and basin can be found in the Supplementary material (see also Supplementary Fig. 5 ).
Orientation in the pigeon brain
To guarantee reproducibility of the measurements over days and in view of future comparative pigeon studies we defined the pineal gland in the brain to be the zero location (PG þ 0 mm), which is located exactly between the cerebellum and the cerebrum. This defines a well recognizable landmark and is less prone to errors than the usually called upon pigeon stereotactic atlas (Karten, 1967) . The transducer angle in all the measurements translates to 65 from the horizontal skull axis in common coordinates.
Stimulation sequences
Acoustic stimulation: Two speakers (Stereo Speaker E300, Hama, Monheim, Germany) were placed 0.5 m frontal of the pigeon head. The stimulation sequence consisted of 15 s of hawk or noise sound, followed by 30 s of silence. This sequence was chosen to allow the monitored response to reach its maximum after stimulation started and to fully decay to the baseline after stimulation terminated. The noise sound was made by randomizing short snippets of the digital hawk signal. This randomization process allowed for a control signal without recognizable temporal characteristics but with similar acoustic frequencies and intensities as the hawk sound (see spectrograms in Supplementary Fig. 8 and Supplementary Audio files).
Static visual stimulation: Two white LEDs (LL1502HCWW1-CO1 White LED, 6500 K by Ledman, Shenzhen, China) were placed approximately 5.5 cm away from the closed eyes of the pigeon in the lateral direction. The stimulation sequence consisted of 15 s on, 30 s off with a flashing frequency of 5 Hz (100 ms on 100 ms off) during the on sequence.
Dynamic visual stimulation: Two 7 00 TFT monitors (Kkmoon 7 00 TFT ColorDisplay LED HD, Shenzhen, China) were placed at a distance of 9 cm in front of the pigeons head, one at þ45 and one at À45 angle to the pigeon axis, thus covering the pigeon's 90 lateral to 0 frontal field of view (see Supplementary Fig. 6 ). The stimulation sequence consisted of a white 5 Â 5 mm square on a black background, moving within 15 s from the right lateral position to the left where it remained static for 30 s and then moved back to the right. The contrast of the monitors is 500:1. 
Imaging the brain
For the fUS image acquisition we used a Verasonics Vantage 128 channel system connected to a L22-14v transducer (Verasonics, Kirkland, WA, USA), transmitting at 16 MHz and positioned right above the trepanation area. The fUS acquisitions were performed multiple times within 4 weeks after surgery. While we observed a small increase in signal attenuation due to skull regrow, there was no need for further skull thinning up until the last experiment. To couple the ultrasound to the skull we used Aquasonic ultrasound transmission gel. The acquisition protocol was executed and processed live in MATLAB 2015a and MAT-LAB 2016a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
Ultrasound sequences
The ultrasound acquisition consisted of angled plane wave imaging (Bercoff et al., 2011; Montaldo et al., 2009) 
Power Doppler processing
In order to filter out the blood component from the backscattered echoes, we decomposed the signal of the coherently compounded images into its singular values over time (Demen e et al., 2015) and cut away the tissue and noise signal. The tissue components are represented by the first several singular value decomposition (SVD) modes due to the high backscattering amplitude and high spatiotemporal coherence, whereas the noise is found in the last modes due to the low intensity and spatiotemporal coherence. We visually categorized the components relevant for the blood flow to be between 40% and 82% of the SVD modes (i.e. ensemble length), which for instance converts to contributing SVD modes between 120 and 246 for an ensemble length of 300.
Fast fUS processing
The high definition fUS implementation allows for continuous data processing in real time at up to 20 KHz by using Cþþ/CUDA computing as well as dedicated MATLAB algorithms. Before the filtering, the raw plane wave data was IQ-demodulated, delayed and then beamformed and compounded in the Fourier domain (Kruizinga et al., 2012) . The processing was mainly performed on one GPU of a Nvidia Tesla K80 (NVIDIA Corporation, Santa Clara, California, USA). The compounded beamformed frames were continuously saved to a SSD at a framerate of 1 kHz and filtered in parallel to produce the Power Doppler images and evaluate the Pearson correlation coefficients, which facilitates a live evaluation of the acquired data.
Pearson correlation maps
The Pearson correlation r is defined to be
and gives the correlation between the measured blood signal s (t i ) and the task pattern A (t i ) at sampling times t i . The bar above the coefficients denotes the mean signal. The task pattern A (t i ) is adapted to the shape of the hemodynamic response (see Fig. 1b) 
3D vascularity
The detailed 3D vascularity shown in Fig. 1c/d For the data shown in Supplementary Video 2 and 3, we did not acquire a detailed 3D vascularity map as described above. Here the vascularity was segmented from the Power Doppler image slices making use of 3D skeletonizing (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013) at different thresholds of Power Doppler amplitudes.
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https:// doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2018.08.014.
3D fUS imaging
To reconstruct the 3D activity in the pigeon brain, we acquired several image slices successively. To prevent artefactual signal influences due to long term changes, we first recorded a volume of fUS slices in 1 mm steps and then recorded another volume, also in 1 mm steps but shifted by 0.5 mm with respect to the first volume, thus leading to a final spatial out-of-plane resolution of 0.5 mm for the combined volume. For the 3D figures, the data has been spatially filtered with a (150 μm) 3 gaussian smoothing kernel and temporally filtered with a first order Savitzky-Golay of 1.5s (5s for except Fig. 4 to exclude the strong local influence of the cardiac dynamics).
Reference MRI of the pigeon brain
In order to map the fUS dataset to the brain architecture we reference our data to a MRI brain measurement of another pigeon from our loft. With the PGþ0 mm point described in the Orientation in the Pigeon Brain section allowed overlaying the datasets. The imaging was conducted with a Biospec 94/20 (Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH, Germany), a 9.4 T small animal MRI system, at the Institute for Clinical Radiology, OCC Münster, Germany.
Results
4D dynamics in the auditory system
The study of speech acquisition in human infants has strong parallels to the learning process of the song characteristics in some birds (Bolhuis and Gahr, 2006; Kuhl, 2004) . In consequence, research on the neural substrates of bird song learning is a prominent model system to examine learning and memory (Bolhuis et al., 2000) and a sensitive and fast neuroimaging of the bird's auditory system is of great importance. In typical in vivo studies, the auditory system of the bird is investigated by electrophysiological recordings (Mandelblat-Cerf et al., 2014) or fMRI (Van Ruijssevelt et al., 2013) , which offers very limited field of view and/or spatiotemporal resolution. As a first example of the capabilities of our fUS implementation we focus therefore on the neural activity evoked by an auditory stimulation in three pigeons. Fig. 1 shows a fUS acquisition of one awake pigeon, stimulated once for 15s with the sound of an adult hawk scream. Due to the linear architecture of the ultrasound probe, each fUS acquisition records the CBV of a slice through the brain continuously (Fig. 1a) . The CBV change (Fig. 1b) reveals the shape of the hemodynamic responses within four regions of interest (ROI) evoked by the 15s stimulation. The spatial integration of activation is evaluated by correlating the CBV in each pixel with the task pattern (colored overlay in Fig. 1a) . By scanning through the brain in steps of 500 μm with fUS acquisitions, the whole threedimensional response can be appreciated at great detail ( Fig. 1c and d) . The mapping of the fUS datasets to a MRI pigeon brain shows that the activated areas are located within and around the Field L2 (Güntürkün et al., 2013) , which is expected due to the associative processing of the known sound pattern. The different ROIs in Fig. 1b furthermore show non-uniform hemodynamic response within the activated area, with signal peaks at different times during the stimulation sequence. There are several possible reasons for the differences in peak time and height between the red, purple and green ROI. First, we expect regions in the middle of the activated area (red and purple) to show a higher peak amplitude than those at the very outer border (green). Second, to the best of our knowledge, this dataset also shows for the first time a drainage of CBV within a supplying larger arteriole during activation (see blue negative values in Fig. 1 ) and demonstrates the importance of a high spatial resolution in functional neuroimaging. For methods such as fMRI that sample a larger voxel size this drainage effect could potentially lead to a decreased functional signal as the negative and positive change would partly cancel out. Thus, activated brain regions with an associated nearby decrease in CBV are harder to investigate or even identify. For this reason, we would expect the signal peak earlier in regions close to the drained arteriole (red and purple) and later in regions further away (green). Additionally, different functions of these regions could contribute to the differences in hemodynamic response as well. Our pigeons are naturally accustomed to hawk screaming as they live in an outdoor loft close to a forest and are used both to local and long distance (50-100 km) free flights. In order to evaluate the difference in neural activation between an unknown sound stimulus (noise) and a known sound (hawk), we exposed the awake pigeon to a noise sound of the same frequency spectrum and amplitude as the hawk sound (Fig. 2 , sound files are provided in Supplementary Audio). For both cases the response starts similarly within the Field L2, but levels off earlier for the noise case. In the right Field L2, the difference to the hawk sound is more pronounced and it additionally shows a second feature after the noise sound stops at 15s. Such a response would be expected because there is no variation and/or information during the noise sound, leading to habituation. The only variation causing brain activation is the start and the stop of the noise, thus leading to the two associated peaks approximately five seconds after the start and stop. The reason, why this observed effect is less pronounced in the left Field L2 is very interesting, because it indicates a potential asymmetry in the auditory pathways, similar to what is observed in the pigeon's visual system (Freund et al., 2016; Güntürkün et al., 2000) . To clarify, however, whether this finding is a general feature of the pigeon's auditory system, it is essential to perform a separate fUS study on a large number of pigeons.
The activity evoked by the hawk sound was reproduced in all three pigeons (one anaesthetized and two awake) resulting in the same characteristics of the hemodynamic response in terms of shape and localization. However, the amplitude of the signal change in the anaesthetized pigeon was about 50% smaller than in the awake subjects.
4D dynamics in the visual system
Along with the auditory system of birds, the neural activity evoked by a visual response is of major importance due to the asymmetric pathway architecture in the pigeon brain (Freund et al., 2016) . To investigate the visual system of pigeons, we first recorded fUS data of anaesthetized pigeons with a non-moving unilaterally flashing light source located in the rear field of view. In Fig. 3 we show the response to a unilateral left eye stimulation of one anaesthetized pigeon with a static light source flashing at 5 Hz. The activation is mainly concentrated in the visual wulst of the contralateral hemisphere with a signal increase of up to 5%. The inverted case of right eye stimulation of the same animal also results in an inverted response, but with a 20% higher amplitude (see Supplementary Video 2 and 3).
With the enhanced temporal resolution offered by fUS, the complex dynamics within the activated region can now be studied in greater detail. Fig. 4 shows that the area of the highest response is shifted to the posterior of the contralateral visual wulst under right eye stimulation and anterior for the left. The time required to reach the signal peak ΔCBV max shows that small signal changes tend to correspond to late responses, whereas high ΔCBV max are mainly found around 14s. The responses to visual stimuli in the anaesthetized pigeons were however strongly subjected to individual differences which we trace back to two reasons. First, the strong influence of anesthetics on the neurovascular coupling (Sharp et al., 2015) together with the high maintenance isoflurane concentrations (~2%) necessary in pigeons (Gunkel and Lafortune, 2005) and second the difficulty to control the eye focus as well as the degree of eyelid closure.
In order to show the full potential fUS provides for neuroscientific questions, we investigated the visual system in more detail. We performed measurements on two awake pigeons stimulated with a moving and constantly illuminating light source. In Fig. 5a -e the neural response within the visual system is shown for a small light horizontally moving from the right to the left in 15s. The resulting response shows a strong dominance of the left entopallium, which is processing the information input from both eyes. The right entopallium is almost solely responding to the contralateral stimulation, which happens at about 7.5s when the dot on the screen starts to appear in the left eye's field of view. The left hemispheric dominance is also observed with the inverted stimulus pattern (dot on screen moving from left to right) as shown in Fig. 5f . This asymmetry of the pigeon's visual system has been described before (Freund et al., 2016; Güntürkün et al., 2000) , but it has never been shown how the neural activity propagates through different relevant brain areas (i.e. visual wulsts and entopallia) when the pigeon is exposed to a single complex stimulation pattern that excites a wide range of its visual field.
Discussion and conclusion
In this study, we introduce a new data acquisition scheme which pushes current fUS technology to enhanced temporal resolution and sensitivity, enabling for the first time successful studies in species such as pigeons with unfavorably low heartbeat. With the resolution reached by our high definition fUS implementation, we determined the activated regions within the pigeon brain evoked by various stimulations and setups relevant in the field of avian neurobiology. Furthermore, exploiting the high temporal resolution offered by the high definition fUS scheme, we were able to resolve locally separated temporal spreading of the hemodynamic response due to a complex stimulation such as a moving light source. This was not revealed previously by any other method. We believe that the implications and potential of this method for neuroimaging studies in avian species are huge. It could for example lead to a better understanding of interhemispheric communication and the neural processing associated with language learning and vocalization, which is of relevance for developmental disorders and language tasks in humans.
While these are the first functional ultrasound measurements of a non-mammalian species as well as the first ones on an animal without a cortical brain architecture, the enhanced fUS sensitivity offered by the high definition fUS scheme may also lead to a better understanding of the hemodynamic responses in the rodent and human brain.
Furthermore, the detailed revelation of the 3D dynamics demonstrates great potential in understanding the hemodynamic response more thoroughly. Even though the fUS measurement is still very time consuming due to the use of 1D transducer arrays that require subsequent scanning of single 2D brain slices in order to obtain 3D spatial information, the development of 2D transducer arrays will provide the necessary step forward. Two dimensional arrays already show excellent results of directly recording 4D dynamics in larger vessels (Provost et al., 2014 ). An expansion of the technology to small animal imaging in the near future is foreseeable. Along with the fUS studies on awake and mobile rodents Urban et al., 2015) , this shows the great potential of fUS imaging to become a new standard method revealing unknown hemodynamics at excellent SNR and spatiotemporal resolution. Finally, unlike fMRI, fUS is essentially a portable method which leaves almost unlimited accessible experimental space around the animal allowing for unconstrained design of the animal's environment and panoramic perception pattern.
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